The protein coat in membrane fusion: lessons from fission.
Multiple cell biological processes involve two opposite rearrangements of membrane configuration, referred to as fusion and fission. While membrane intermediates in protein-mediated fusion have been studied in some detail, the global force which drives sequential stages of the fusion reaction from early local intermediates to an expanding fusion pore remains unknown. Fusion proceeds via stages, which are analogous but in the opposite direction to that of membrane budding-off and fission driven by protein coats. On the basis of this analogy, we propose that an interconnected coat formed by membrane-bound activated fusion proteins surrounding the membrane contact zone generates the driving force for fusion. This fusion protein coat has a strongly curved intrinsic shape opposite to that of the protein coat driving fission. To relieve internal stresses, the fusion protein coat spontaneously bends out of the initial shape of the membrane surface. This bending produces elastic stresses in the underlying lipid bilayer and drives its fusion with the apposing membrane. The hypothesis that 'bystander' proteins (i.e. fusion proteins outside the contact zone) generate the driving force for fusion offers a new interpretation for a number of known features of the fusion reaction mediated by the prototype fusion protein, influenza hemagglutinin, and might bring new insights into mechanisms of other fusion reactions.